For Immediate Release:

JOSH GATES RETURNS TO TRAVEL CHANNEL TO SHOWCASE THE MOST STORIED PLACES ON EARTH IN
A NEW SEASON OF ‘LEGENDARY LOCATIONS’
Premieres Tuesday, April 2 at 10 p.m. ET/PT

“Legendary Locations” host Josh Gates

NEW YORK (March 1, 2019) – Adventurer and explorer Josh Gates (“Expedition Unknown”) pursues the
unexpected stories behind fabled places around the globe in the return of Travel Channel’s “Legendary
Locations,” premiering Tuesday, April 2 at 10 p.m. ET/PT. With 13 all-new episodes – expanded into
an hour-long format for the show’s second season – Gates showcases the surprising stories behind
locations brimming with mythic histories, surprising backstories and newly uncovered secrets. With the
help of historians and local experts, he illuminates new findings from the places you thought you knew
and sheds light on those you never knew existed.
“As I continue my travels and adventures, it never ceases to amaze me how many incredible and
surprising stories are tucked away in every corner of the globe,” said Gates. “Whether it’s the myth of
underground tunnels beneath the city of Portland, Oregon, or Henry Ford’s lost city in the Amazon
rainforest, I’m excited to bring our viewers around the world to explore these truly legendary
locations.”
In the season premiere, Josh Gates explores both the natural – and the supernatural. He examines an
ancient cathedral made entirely of salt and buried 20 stories beneath the streets of Wieliczka, Poland
and a mysterious symbol in Sicily believed to be written by a nun under demonic possession. Additional

stories include a haunted asylum in upstate New York, the intriguing tale of Brazil’s booming coffee
industry and more.
Upcoming episodes:
“End of the World” – Premieres Tuesday, April 9 at 10 p.m. ET/PT
From West Virginia’s secret underground government bunker to a Japanese town that survived a
massive tsunami, Josh Gates highlights legendary locations where the end of the world is just the
beginning.
“Rock and a Hard Place” – Premieres Tuesday, April 16 at 10 p.m. ET/PT
Josh Gates takes us to places where perseverance paid off – from a New England town where the
wrongfully accused stood their ground to a Japanese mountain where self-starvation for the common
good was an honored tradition.
“Man vs. Nature” – Premieres Tuesday, April 23 at 10 p.m. ET/PT
From an abandoned American dream in the Amazon jungle to an abbey in France where countless
souls lost their lives, Josh Gates reveals legendary locations where man has battled the forces of
nature.
“Vocation, Vocation, Vocation” – Premieres Tuesday, April 30 at 10 p.m. ET/PT
From a samurai smackdown in Japan to a writer finding inspiration at a Boston fort, Josh Gates shares
locations where people’s vocations compelled them to act in the name of passion and dedication.
Check out “Legendary Locations” on TravelChannel.com for show extras and travel tips from Josh
Gates. Follow @TravelChannel and #LegendaryLocations for more exclusive content and updates.
Follow host Josh Gates on Twitter: @joshuagates and on Instagram: @gatesygram.
“Legendary Locations” is produced by Ping Pong Productions for Travel Channel. For Ping Pong
Productions, the executive producers are Brad Kuhlman, Casey Brumels and Josh Gates. For Travel
Channel, the executive producer is Daniel A. Schwartz, Jane Latman is general manager and Henry
Schleiff is group president of Investigation Discovery, Travel Channel, American Heroes Channel and
Destination America.
ABOUT TRAVEL CHANNEL
For the bold, daring and spontaneous; those adventurers who embrace the thrill of the unexpected;
those risk-takers who aren’t afraid of a little mystery; if you’re up for anything, down for whatever, and
above all, love great stories, journey on to Travel Channel. We’re more than you expect and everything
you didn’t know you were looking for. Reaching more than 82 million U.S. cable homes, Travel Channel
is the world’s leading travel media brand. Fans also can visit Travel Channel for more information or
interact with other fans through Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest and Instagram. Travel Channel is owned
by Discovery, Inc., a global leader in real life entertainment spanning 220 countries and
territories, whose portfolio also includes Discovery Channel, HGTV, Food Network, TLC, Investigation
Discovery and OWN: Oprah Winfrey Network.
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